
 

 

READERS & HEALERS 

Spiritual Fusions 
Psychic & Holistic “Pop-Up” Expo 

www.SpiritualFusions.com 
November 6 & 7, 2021 

 
 

Sign up for Sessions at the front window 
 

$20 per 15 minute session  
 

Max 2 Sessions (30 minutes) back to back. 

2 Sessions (30 minutes) recommended for 

Healing/Energy work for a greater experience 
 

 
 
 

1. REBECCA POULTER: “Intuitive Animal Communicator, Channel” 
Connect with your animal companions about their feelings, 
behaviors, choices, and more! Reconnect with dear ones who have 
crossed over the rainbow bridge. Or explore the spirit realm and 
make connections with your animal spirit guides. Learn what 
messages they have to assist at this time on your life path.  The animal 
does not need to be present, simply a photo. www.animaloracle.net 
 

2. TRISH HURLEY: “Elemental Divinations” 
Trish will ask you to stir stones, bones, shells, and coins spread on a 
cloth with the five elements design. Her teacher was a West African 
Medicine practitioner Malidoma Some. From the spread, Trish will 
give you answers to your questions, life paths and more. It is a 
wonderfully empowering experience. www.Patricia9Hawk  
 

3. DONNA CLIFFORD: “Angel Card Guidance Reader” 
Donna, an intuitive and multi-dimensional healer, uses an array of 
oracle decks, including archangels, angels, fairies, mermaids, and 
ancestors for complete guidance. You will leave with clarity of your 
current situation and the potential and actions needed for future 
desires. Guides and angels may show up in reading. Clients often say 
their questions were answered before they even asked.  
divineinhalehealing.com 
 

4. CHERYL GRACE: “Psychic Medium, Reiki Master” 
Cheryl channels practical and purposeful information to help you 
move past what is least satisfying in your life. The goal is to answer as 
many questions as possible. As a Master Energy Healer and Feng Shui 
Expert, she provides energy clearing for people and places to remove 
old trappings to the past and release any blocks holding you back. 
www.CherylGrace.com 
 

5. SUSAN STOWELL: “Psychic Medium, Astrologer, Card Reading” 
Susan, an intuitive empath, is gifted with the ability to clearly 
interpret the powerful energies of the Planet Beings of our solar 
system. Assisted by Archangels and Ascended Masters, she brings 
forth profound multi-dimensional wisdom, spiritual truth, and 
guidance in a comprehensive star chart and oracle card reading, 
supporting each seeker in discovering and expressing their soul’s gifts 
and highest potential. Facebook.com/dimensionsofwisdomastrology 
 

6. ANNETTE: “Soul's Guidance & Empowerment” 
(30 min recommended i.e. 2 tickets, 15 min accepted) Inner change 
brings outer results. Your SoulSelf knows what holds you back and 
what your heart wants. Annette is an intuitive soul guide, energy 
shifter and wise old owl. She uses awareness and energy work to 
access your soul’s guidance and break the spell of what of restricts 
you and move towards your YES! annettehunner@gmail.com 
 

7. ZAN DEAN: “Akashic Records Reader” 
The Akashic Records are an etheric internet that records all events in 
the universe offering a deep dive into the structure of the soul. 
Through the records you can learn about your souls purpose, 
advantages and disadvantages and what charges you with energy in 
this lifetime and others. Discover the power and intricacies of your 
soul with and Akashic Records reading. www.ShaktiVisions.com 
 

8. LIV WOODFORD: “Astrology and Tarot” 
An astrologer and tarot reader for 33 years, Liv offers insight and 
guidance to address current concerns and align you towards your 
soul purpose. She describes dynamics with depth, compassion and 
humor focusing on Life Path, Current Influences or Desirable 
Locations after client provides their birth date, place and (if possible) 
time. Liv is certified in AstroMythology, Shamanic, Evolutionary and 
Career Astrology. www.LivByDesignAstrology.com 

 
9. PHYLLIS WEIMAR: “Intuitive Reflexology”  
(30 minute minimum i.e. 2 tickets) - Vagus Nerve Reflexology 
stimulates "reflex" pressure points on the feet/hands corresponding 
to all body parts, inducing deep relaxation, mental clarity, emotional 
balance. Eases stress/tension to help restore whole body balance - 
physically, mentally, and emotionally - restoring our "safety net" to 
help us respond to stress. And portal neck therapy for centering & 
balancing. Plus learn a one-minute stress reliever technique. 
GiftRelflexology.com 
 

10. JENNA HALL: “Psychic Medium” 
Jenna is a psychic medium specializing in divination, tarot, 
mediumship, love compatibility, past lives and connect with those 
who have passed. Jenna also holds a Masters in Social Work (MSW) 
and cherishes helping you answer life’s biggest questions, navigating 
your life path and uncovering past lives.  Jhall193@gmail.com 
 

11. BEATRICE KALIMAR: “Akashic Record Soul Reader & Healer” 
Akashic Record readings are a direct dialogue with your soul. Have 
you ever wanted to know your soul’s purpose? Beatrice works with 
your soul so you can get answers to deep questions, modify soul 
contracts, bring in energy of gifts and knowledge from past lives, and 
clear residual energy from past lives that is not serving you, and much 
more. www.cosmicfae.com 
 

12. SUNFLOWER TARA: “Psychic Medium, Clairvoyant” 
Sunflower, with over 30 years' experience, can easily tap into the 
other side to see and hear loved ones, giving you comfort with their 
messages. Love, finance, past lives, cutting cords, and soul purpose 
are her specialties. Sunflower can help you unblock, remove 
obstacles, and receive messages from Spirit to help guide you along 
your path. Aim for Bliss!  whitelotusway444@gmail.com 
 

13. LEEANNE: “Psychic and Past Life Readings” 
LeeAnne, the Aqua Age Mystic, specializes in Quantum Past Life 
Readings. Our Higher Selves, Compassionate Helpers & Mother Earth 
uncover quantum past life memories. You may recognize “habits” 
that need to change, find forgotten skills, special powers you brought 
into this life and confirm you’re on the right path toward your 
purpose. LeeAnne will guide you on this deep dive into yourself. 
www.aquaagemystic.com 
 

14. RAMONA FROM ROMANIA: “Personal Tarot Psychic Readings” 
Let the tarot cards and intuitive channeling provide you guidance to 
navigate life and discover what is in store for you. Tarot readings are 
appropriate for nearly any situation including love tarot reading, 
which focuses on questions of the heart to give you accurate 
answers. Readings can offer information on relationships, family 
drama, job frustrations, spiritual fulfillment, finances and more. 
www.tantien.org  
 

15. MANDI SMITH: “Intuitive, Empath, Tarot Reader” 
Mandi is an intuitive empath, creative and psychic specializing in 
personal empowerment. Through tarot, we will get a stamp on your 
current energy and find the best ways to move forward in your life. 
Whether it's a general reading or you have questions in about love or 
career, you'll leave feeling good about what's to come. 
Youtube/Facebook/Instagram: @CarnelianSpiritualityandTarot 
 

16. RACHAEL LAHREN: “Evidential Psychic Medium” 
Rachael is a natural born intuitive (or sensitive) descending from a 
long line of intuitives. With an air of lightness and adventure, as well 
as the support of her spirit guides and creature teachers, Rachael 
engages the soul senses to bring clarity and makes connections to the 
"other side." Bring an open heart & open mind to your session. 
RachaelLahren.com 
 

17. LINDA BEALS: “Medical Intuitive” 
Linda tunes into or scans the body and note areas of imbalance and 
then opens herself to Creator energies, sending healing and 
balancing energies into the client's body to restore peace, balance, 
and harmony. Facebook.com/LindaBealsHealer 
 

18. EWANNA: “Quantum Healing, Cosmic Shamanism” 
(30 minute minimum i.e. 2 tickets) Ewanna is an awakened Cosmic 
Shaman, psychic healer, and empath, certified in Energy Medicine 
and Mind Body Therapy. Her practice is rooted in both ancient 
healing arts and neuroscience. Sessions address needs at 
physical/seen and spiritual/unseen levels. Examples include physical 
and emotional healing with Quantum Energy and Language of Light, 
Soul and DNA activation, Karmic work, entity removal, and 
disentanglement. Facebook.com/healwithewanna 
 

19. DANIELLE MCINTOSH: “Reiki Massage & Breathwork” 
(30 minute minimum i.e. 2 tickets) Danielle, a massage therapist and 
Reiki master, differs from many in the area because she does not only 
focus on the muscles and energy within the body, but she also includes 
breathwork to help release any trauma and tensions trapped within 
your physical and spiritual body. Facebook.com/gypsylotushealing 



 

 

VENDORS & ARTISANS 

20. BETTYE DORN: “Life Can Be Easier with Access Consciousness" 
(30 minute minimum i.e. 2 tickets) Life doesn’t have to be so hard. 
Change your life & discover the magic of complete self-acceptance. 
It can be as simple as hitting your computer’s “delete” button! Bettye 
will help you release patterns that limit you, dissipating negative 
electromagnetic thoughts of hopelessness, unworthiness & self-
doubt. Experience mental clarity, increased happiness, reduced 
anxiety/ depression and better sleep. 
Facebook.com/BettyeDornBettyeDorn  
 

21. LETHEA GERBERS: “Energy Healing, Chakra Balance, Pain 
Removal” (30 minute minimum i.e. 2 tickets) Lethea, aka 'Hot Hands,' 
has training with Circle of the Heart, Kabbalah Tree of Life healing, 
Access Consciousness and Bars Certification, Reiki Master and 
Teacher certifications, chelation systems, training in Remote Viewing 
and Mediumship, and holistic healing such as with essential oils and 
herbs. Tiggertwo01@gmail.com 
 

22. JACKIE BENSINGER: “Hands on Healing” 
(30 minute minimum i.e. 2 tickets) Jackie has been a healer, 
acupuncturist, herbalist, intuitive, Qigong teacher, and Feng Shui 
consultant since 1995. Your hands on healing energy session includes 
healing touch, a BEMER session, acupressure, medical qigong and 
medical intuition. This healing assists the body, mind, and spirit to feel 
calmer and more relaxed, reducing pain and anxiety resulting in a 
sense of positivity and loving energy. VibrationalHealingArts.com 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 

CRYSTAL VISIONS BOOKS & EVENT CENTER (SPONSOR ONLY) 
Crystal Visions, a Sanctuary for the Spiritual Seeker, provides 
new/used books, music, crystals, jewelry, & events for 
transformation and growth serving the WNC and Upstate since 1989. 
CrystalVisionsBooks.com 
 

ASHEVILLE RAVEN & CRONE (SPONSOR ONLY) An "Old Age" pagan, 
metaphysical supply store serving Asheville since 2015 specializing in 
quality products by local magical practitioners/artisans, with a 
botanical, ecologically conscious emphasis.  
AshevillePaganSupply.Store 
 

SPIRITUAL FUSIONS with Itha Trantham 
Spiritual Fusions brings products to brighten your spiritual journey: 
Handcrafted, Crystal and Pyramid Energized Candles and 
Clearing/Protection Sprays perfect for home use, hotels, and 
hospitals, "No Assembly" Copper Meditation Pyramids for you to 
enjoy.  SpiritualFusions.com 
 

CRYSTAL KING DESIGNS by Carl Coleman 
Carl’s signature design “Ascension” alchemically combines precious 
minerals with this unique design to harness the energy of the crystal. 
As a Reiki Master, he aspires to help to nurture, heal and align the 
spiritual, physical, and mental bodies, while creating distinctive 
jewelry that is at once singular, functional and beautiful. 
CrystalKingDesigns.com 
 

AURA PHOTO READINGS with Psychic Atena 
Find out what your aura looks like and receive a personal reading with 
Atena about what the colors mean to you. But there is more to your 
Aura than just color, Atena's personal interpretation will help you 
understand what your aura is telling you and offer advice on shifting 
problem areas if any arise. www.PsychicAtena.com 
 

SHORTY'S DRUM WORKS 
Beautiful handmade drums. Shorty makes Native American style 
hand drums, sweat lodge drums and powwow drums. His drum 
frames are crafted from cedar and the heads are made mostly from 
American bison and elk. Made with honor and love. 
ShortyFink@Charter.net 
 

BONNE BOUCHE FINE CHOCOLATES 
A small artisanal chocolate company specializing in lovingly 
handcrafted truffles, chocolates & treats. Make your taste buds 
dance! Perfect for holiday gatherings! Facebook.com/Bonne-Bouche-
Fine-Chocolates-103986645194470 
 

HEAVENLY TREASURES with Jennifer Maldonado 
Jennifer creates fabulous wire wrapped jewelry. When she is not 
teaching school, she can be found digging for the crystals that she 
lovingly cuts and shapes. Gems not native to the area, she hand-
selects. Facebook.com/Heavenlytreasurejewels/ 
 

YAVANNAS WOODS with Handcrafter Traci Mohl 
Unique, handcrafted metaphysical goods and tools made using 
materials harvested locally. Traci combines nature, Norse tradition, 
and elemental energy into thoughtfully made products that will call 
to you. Named for Tolkien's goddess of life, YavannasWoods aims to 
bring magick into your home and routine.  
Etsy.com/shop/yavannaswoods 

MIND SPIRIT SOUL MINERALS with Linda Ellen Connolly 
Specializing in Moldavite, Herkimer, Super Seven, Auralite 23 and 
many more gems and minerals. Broad selection of tumbled stones, 
incense and pendulums to fit every budget. All stones infused with 
REIKI healing energy, love and compassion.  
 etsy.com/shop/mindspiritsoulgems   

 

PURE RITUAL with Nina Kawar 
Handcrafted meditation and metaphysical products created to 
support one’s spiritual practice. A unique collection of porcelain and 
wood tools, sculptures and jewelry inspired by sacred geometry, 
nature, ancient symbols, the seven chakras & the human body.  
pure-ritual.com 
 

OF SAGE AND STONE with Melanie Affarian Saint-Jean 
Of Sage and Stone offers energy infused gemstone jewelry, leather 
medicine bags, chakra energy pouches, pendulums, meditation kits, 
tarot card holders and other accessories and adornments for your 
spiritual practice.  www.Etsy.com/shop/ofstoneandsage/ 
 

PLACE OF GRACE with Grace Collins 
With a passion for “life as art,” Grace promotes artists who create 
remarkable, eco-conscious Wearable Art. And as a Hemp Advocate, 
she promotes a THC-FREE Hemp company whose mission is to 
celebrate and empower a global family to elevate health prosperity 
and freedom. grace@gracecollins12.com 
 

STAR PILLOWS by Bella 
Beautifully handcrafted meditation pillows. Lovingly made with 
sturdy upholstery fabrics and completely lined. The ten-pointed 
three-dimensional pillow adds support to buttocks and upper thighs 
while seated in the typical cross-legged position. Smaller size pillows 
are perfect head and neck support.  starpillows4u@yahoo.com 
 

BROWNS CREEK HERBS with John Janeski 
Offering 200 locally hand-made herbal products including tinctures, 
teas, oils, salves, and hemp-CBD products. John aims to provide his 
customers with high quality natural products by wildcrafting locally 
and sourcing from organic and lab-tested herbs reputable suppliers. 
www.brownscreekherbs.com 
 

MICA MOUNTAIN ORGONE HEALING PRODUCTS 
Hand-crafted orgone accumulator pads/blankets and orgone 
pyramids used for alternative healing practices often used by reiki 
healers and massage therapists. These products are based on the 
principals of Dr. Wilhelm Reich, Austrian psychoanalyst from the 
1920’s.  leavenosu@gmail.com 
 

LIVING DESIGN CONSULTANTS with Tika Vales Caldwell 
At Living Design Technology, we create, manufacture, and market 
state-of-the-art products that support our environment, while 
enabling nature and technology to work together the way nature 
works. Our products are for people who care about their 
surroundings and wish to enhance their well-being through 
harmonizing with nature, and supporting the environment for 
themselves, their families, and for our Earth.  
www.livingdesigntechnology.com 
 

INNER PEACE WELLNESS with Caitlin Watson 
The body is a magnificent energetic machine that requires 
ongoing maintenance and calibration. AO Scan Technology 
provides a way to collect information about your body affecting 
your peace of mind and optimal wellbeing. The result is 
movement toward a balanced body and mind. We will be sharing 
demos of the device as well as an assortment of beautiful healing 
crystals for purchase. www.innerpeacewellnessco.com 
 
 

COMING TO YOU IN 2022 
 

“EXTRAVAGANZA” AT THE METRO 
CENTER IN COLUMBIA, SC 

February 12 & 13, 2022 
  

"POP-UP" EXPO’S AT WNC AG CENTER 
March 12 & 13, 2022 
June 18 & 19, 2022 

August 20 & 21, 2022 
November 5 & 6, 2022 

 

www.SpiritualFusions.com 


